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InsIghT
Q4 earnings outlook Beating expeCtations

With Q3 earnings season for the us chemical sector 
winding down, it’s becoming clear that overall profits, 
while largely down year on year, are coming in “better 
than feared” with a number of companies beating 
expectations. and Q4 results shouldn’t be a disaster, with 
the comparisons much easier versus last year’s harrowing 
fourth quarter.

the macroeconomics for industrials are still challenging, 
but there are encouraging signs of stability as well as a 
nascent manufacturing recovery in China.

the isM us Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ index 
(PMi) for October came in at 48.3, still in contraction 
territory (under 50) for the third consecutive month, but an 
improvement over the september reading of 47.8.

the iHs Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMi of 45.9 in 
October likewise shows the same trend of improvement 
over the september reading of 45.7.

Europe’s manufacturing sector continues to struggle 
mightily and one month does not make a trend. Yet the 
relative stability in both the us and Europe figures is 
encouraging.

Plus, the Caixin China general Manufacturing PMi is 
pushing further into expansion mode with an October 
reading of 51.7, up from 51.4 in september and marking 

the third consecutive month above 50.

Essentially, the manufacturing PMis in all three major 
regions are showing improvement, even as the us and 
Europe are in contraction.

“recent macro data appears consistent with around a 
70% probability the us manufacturing PMi has troughed. 
Our model for us gDP has improved, particularly for 
the second half of 2020, whereas consumer spending 
could pick up by next spring, helped by stable consumer 
confidence,” said laurence alexander, analyst with 
Jefferies, in a 4 november research note.

the analyst sees a more benign macroeconomic backdrop 
favouring a rotation into us chemical stocks through the 
spring of 2020.

“Our model for aggregate chemical sector net income 
growth supports a trough in the first half of 2020, with 
buybacks and accretion from M&a likely keeping sector 
aggregate EPs (earnings per share) growth modestly 
positive,” he added.

the analyst points out that this view is broadly consistent 
with how companies are framing 2020 - “a year that begins 
with significant uncertainty but where easier comparisons 
and secular growth drivers should lead to more confidence 
in growth as the year goes on”.

us CHeMiCal CoMpanY Q3 2019 eps ($M)

Company Q3 2019 Q3 2018 % Change Consensus Vs consensus

Dow $0.91 $1.34 -32% $0.74 Beat by $0.17

lyondellBasell $2.70 $2.96 -9% $2.76 Miss by $0.06

Westlake $1.25 $2.30 -46% $1.03 Beat by $0.22

eastman $1.94 $2.34 -17% $1.98 Miss by $0.04

Celanese $2.53 $2.96 -15% $2.51 Beat by $0.02

Huntsman $0.41 $0.84 -51% $0.44 Miss by $0.03

ppg $1.67 $1.45 15% $1.61 Beat by $0.06

axalta $0.52 $0.32 63% $0.44 Beat by $0.08

Dupont $0.96 $0.94 2% $0.95 Beat by $0.01

Chemours $0.59 $1.49 -60% $0.59 Match

olin $0.45 $0.82 -45% $0.34 Beat by $0.11

trinseo $0.67 $1.83 -63% $0.87 Miss by $0.20

univar $0.36 $0.40 -10% $0.36 Match

Methanex -$0.27 $1.92 NA -$0.05 Miss by $0.22
source: Companies, Yahoo Finance, compiled by iCis
note: Figures on an adjusted basis
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recession fears, rampant through much of 2019, have 
faded as a number of industrial companies have beaten 
earnings expectations through the Q3 reporting season and 
offered decent guidance for the fourth quarter.

the us Federal reserve on 31 October cut interest  
rates by a quarter point for the third time this year already 
and indicated that it is noncommittal toward future 
reductions.

However, it is now once again expanding its balance sheet 
to to stabilise short-term rates, injecting liquidity into the 
financial system to the tune of around $100bn in October.

this and a continuing stance towards loose monetary 
policy by other major central banks is providing support for 
global economies.

trougH in pe CYCle?
lyondellBasell CEO Bob Patel sees a potential trough in 
the polyethylene (PE) cycle.

“the long-awaited polyethylene cycle is now upon us with 
approximately 80% of the us capacity now online,” Patel 
on the company’s Q3 earnings conference call.

the CEO points toward lower inventories from destocking 
as well as asia PE margins over naphtha feedstock 
approaching 10-year lows.

“it’s approaching $300/tonne, and if you look at the last 
10 years, it’s reaching the lows over that period of time. 
it seems to me that it’s pointing towards a trough in 
polyethylene margins,” said Patel.

iCis shows asia high density PE (HDPE) variable  
margins based on naphtha feedstock at $226/tonne in 
southeast asia and a negative $10/tonne in northeast  
asia as of 1 november.

razor-thin margins for high cost producers in asia using 
naphtha feedstock would in theory cause them to reduce 
operating rates. in the longer term, this would also slow the 
pace of naphtha-based capacity expansions.

Patel does not expect major changes in north america PE 
prices in the fourth quarter other than the usual seasonal 
adjustments, and is optimistic that demand growth will kick 
in by spring 2020 in an environment of already destocked 
inventories.

Westlake Chemical’s big Q3 earnings beat driven by 
lower feedstock costs for both vinyls and olefins also gave 
investors confidence that 2019 will not be as bad as feared.

DestoCking
For DuPont, which operates in multiple key end markets for 
the chemical sector - including automotive, electronics and 
construction - the fact that it reiterated sales and earnings 
guidance for 2019 after a decent third quarter was another 
positive for the entire industry.

While DuPont’s sales volumes in the key automotive end 
market, which represents around 20% of its sales, declined 
11% year on year, a bottom could be in reach.

“Calling out the end of the semiconductor destock cycle, 
sequential improvement in China, and stabilisation in the 
automotive inventory channel marked the DuPont call 
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as one of the most upbeat this earnings season,” said 
alexander from Jefferies.

Jonas Oxgaard, analyst at Bernstein, pointed out  
that DuPont’s auto-exposed transportation & industrial 
(t&i) and safety & Construction (s&C) segments 
remained weak but that destocking in automotive has 
been substantial, boding somewhat well for future 
comparisons.

“While we are not ready to call an inflection in the auto 
market, destocking has been so severe that we expect 
year-on-year improvement in 2020 even if auto markets 
remain challenged,” said Oxgaard.

“going into the fourth quarter we’re currently seeing 
inventory levels relatively stable in the [automotive] 
channel. We’re not seeing a pickup in demand, but we are 
seeing some signs of some sequential improvement,” said 
DuPont CEO Marc Doyle on the company’s Q3 earnings 
conference call.

However, there are clear areas of weakness in particular 
chemical chains - chlor-alkali and styrene being key 
examples.

styrene and derivatives producer trinseo posted a big 
miss on 4 november with Q3 earnings per share (EPs) of 
$0.67 coming in $0.20 short of Wall street expectations 
and down 63% from the year-ago period. Plus, EPs 
guidance for all of 2019 was slashed to a midpoint of 
$3.32 versus consensus estimates of $4.06.

trinseo has also been hit hard by weakness in the 
automotive end market.

Chlor-alkali producer Olin beat expectations by $0.11 in 
the third quarter with EPs of $0.45 in the third quarter but 
lowered guidance for the year.

and titanium dioxide (tiO2) producer Chemours saw 
Q3 EPs fall by 60% year on year to $0.59, in line with 
expectations. tiO2 volumes were down 20% year on year 
but up sequentially by 10%.

CEO Mark Vergnano expressed confidence that the 
massive tiO2 destocking cycle is over and that demand 
should kick in sometime in 2020.

On the company’s Q3 earnings conference call, Vergnano 
called it “one of the largest destocking events in the history 
of this industry”.

thus, investors are becoming encouraged that the bottom 
for tiO2 may have been reached.

sHiFt in inVestor MinDset
this appears to be a growing shift in the mindset of 
investors - that while there’s little evidence that demand will 
snap back anytime soon, a trough may either be in place, 
or be within reach in the next couple quarters, especially as 
inventories have been drawn down throughout 2019.

Chemical stock prices continue to rip higher through Q3 
earnings season and have bounced strongly off their 
august lows as recession fears fade and cyclical industrial 
sectors come into favour.

Plus, growing optimism on a partial us-China trade deal to 
come is adding fuel to the fire.

On 4 november, lyondellBasell closed at $97.38, up a 
stunning 41% from its 19 august closing low of $69.03. in 
the same timeframe, Dow is up 33%, Westlake Chemical 
31% and Huntsman 25% while specialty chemicals 
company DuPont is up a more modest 10%.

Even amid extremely difficult fundamentals in styrene and 
automotive, trinseo is up 65% from its 19 august low.
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